Abstract. Two biholomorphically equivalent domains S2,, Í22 c C2 with piecewise smooth boundaries and with the following property are constructed. If F: 01 -» Í22 is any biholomorphic transformation then neither F nor F~' can be extended continuously to the boundary. 0. In the theory of functions of one complex variable the following statement (Carathéodory theorem) is true. Let /: ß, -» Q2 be a biholomorphic mapping, ß,, ß2 c C1 are domains bounded by piecewise smooth simple closed curves. Then / admits a continuous extension up to the boundary dß, of ß,. In C", n > 1, for some types of domains (say, some types of pseudoconvex domains with smooth boundaries or analytic polyhedra, see [1][2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ) an analogous theorem is true. But actually in C", n > 1, the situation is different (for further discussions see [7] ).
0. In the theory of functions of one complex variable the following statement (Carathéodory theorem) is true. Let /: ß, -» Q2 be a biholomorphic mapping, ß,, ß2 c C1 are domains bounded by piecewise smooth simple closed curves. Then / admits a continuous extension up to the boundary dß, of ß,. In C", n > 1, for some types of domains (say, some types of pseudoconvex domains with smooth boundaries or analytic polyhedra, see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ) an analogous theorem is true. But actually in C", n > 1, the situation is different (for further discussions see [7] ).
The purpose of this paper is to construct two bounded domains ß,, ß2 c C2 with the following properties.
(P,) ß, and ß2 have piecewise smooth boundaries homeomorphic to the sphere 3B2 = {z <e C2||z,|2 + |z2|2= 1}.
(P2) Both ß, and ß2 are biholomorphically equivalent to the polydisc D2 = {z e C2||z,|< l,y= 1,2).
(P3) There exists a C°° one-to-one mapping/: ß, -» ß2 (ß is the closure of ß).
(P4) For any biholomorphic mapping F: ß, -» ß2 neither F nor F"1 can be extended continuously to the boundary.
Remark. The family $ of such biholomorphic mappings is quite large. If Gk : D2 -* Q,k, k = 1,2, are fixed biholomorphic mappings, then $ = (G2°G °G\X\G S AutD2), where Aut D2 is the group of holomorphic automorphisms of D2. So, $ is as "large" as Aut D2 which is a 6-parameter group (for description of Aut D2 see [7] ). We set now Qk = Fk(D2), k= 1,2.
2. Theorem. Qk, k = 1,2, have properties (P,)-(P4).
Proof, (a) (P,) and (P2) are almost obvious and follow from the description of Fk.
(b) To prove (P3 ) let us take a C°° mapping g:D->D which is one-to-one and such that g(U£_,£*,)= U*_,ft2. We set G:(zx, z2) -* (g(z,), z2). Then the mapping F2 ° G ° Ff1 : ß, -» ß2 can be extended to a C°° one-to-one mapping ß, -» ß2.
(c) Now we check property (P4). Let F: ß, -» ß2 be a biholomorphic mapping. Let us consider G = F2'° F° F, : D2-> Z)2. Evidently GeAuti)2.
From the description of this group G = (gx, g2), where gk e Aut D, k = 1,2, and either g\ = g\(z\\ Si = Si(zi) or 8\ = cTi(22X g2 = g2(zi)-Let ? = g(zi) denote g, if we are dealing with the first case, and g2 otherwise. Since property (A2) holds for (fjJfe) we can always find an integer/, 1 < j < 4, such that (2) g(f/1) * ?i2 for any s, 1 < j < 4.
Let us now take a sequence (a"}"_ , c D such that lim"^00 Xn = £«, and consider two sequences w" = F,(Xn, ^) and vn = F,(A.", -1), 1 < n < oo. Both of them he in ß, and, according to (1), (3) lim un = lim v" = (f,"0) g 90,.
On the other hand, in the first case ( g = gt) we have
n-»oo n -oo \ \ ¿ I I and hmj(un) = F2[g(tjX),g2{-\)\ From (2) and the description of F2, (4) hm F(u") * hm F(vn).
n-* oc n-* oo
The second case (g = g2) can be considered similarly. In both cases (4) holds. (P4) now follows from (3), (4) and similar considerations for F~x.
